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Proactive Change Notification
Identity Management
Benefits

CRM Management

NOTIFIES when data changes

The task of keeping consumer contact information up-to-date and accurate
is challenging for most sophisticated companies. With over 37 million
telephone numbers reassigned each year, consumer phone data changes
rapidly and regularly. A landline number your company dialed yesterday may
be a wireless number today, and a phone number belonging to one
consumer last month may belong to an entirely different consumer this
month. Because phone numbers can now be very easily ported from a
landline to a wireless device and vice versa, it can be extremely difficult for
you to verify the subscriber information efficiently and effectively.

MORE EFFICIENT data transfer
MORE FLEXIBILITY to define
what constitutes change
ENTERPRISE identity verification

Until now best practice was to reverify phone numbers before you called on
a monthly basis for outbound dialing effectiveness and risk mitigation.
What if there was a better way? Neustar has developed an enterprise
approach to verifying that CRM data is up-to-date and accurate. The
solution notifies clients when their data changes.
At a high level, Neustar on-boards parts of your CRM and then notifies you
when that data has changed. The key benefit is that you will no longer have
to send redundant data month after month looking for the needles in the
haystack. Instead Neustar will simply send you the needles without any of
the hay.

Overview Of How It Works
In its simplest form, clients onboard the data they want to monitor on
Neustar’s servers. When Neustar detects changes in the data, we send you
a notification and then you run internal processes or even re-verify
identified data elements.
How this works normally is that most clients choose to verify their entire
CRM at the outset of an engagement. At that time, Neustar returns a
verification result and then on-boards the input data for monitoring. On a
daily basis Neustar then send records via FTP that have changes associated
with them.

Initial Verification and Onboarding

Monitoring Records

Initially clients will need to send Neustar the CRM,
database or flat file that will be verified and monitored.
The files should include Name, Address, Phone and a
Unique Identifier. Multiple transfers methods are
available to suit your companies specific information
security protocols. Neustar will verify the data and
return the result via the chosen transfer method.

Neustar will monitor the on-boarded client data against
changes in our Data Repository. When changes are
identified they will be run against the customized rules
engine. Records that meet the client provided definition
of a change will be sent to the client and the result will
be added to the customer database.

Neustar will then on-board the data and monitor it for
changes using our custom rules engine.
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The platform is very flexible and enables clients to
define what constitutes a change. The system can
monitor disconnect data, identity data associated with
a phone, porting, usage activity and many other
elements. As part of any engagement, Neustar will
work to define the best elements to monitor for each
client’s specific needs.
We recommend that changes are sent daily however,
we can accommodate specific timing requests.
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Add Deletes and Modifies
Adding, deleting or modifying records will closely follow
the initial verification process. An additional field will
be required to indicate if the record is an Add, Delete
or Modify.
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Landlines, Business Phones
and Addresses
The solution supports developing custom logic and
processes to monitor landline phones, business
phones and addresses – for example, clients have
been monitoring if landlines port to wireless or OTT
VoIP (Skype, Google Voice etc). We can also monitor
phones moving from a business to a consumer or
changes in addresses.
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Transfer of Data
Neustar has a robust file transferring system to ensure
your data security. We take a custom approach with
each client to ensure the process meets both Neustar’s
and the client’s security standards and requirements.
We typically recommend that clients send Name,
Address, Phone, Customer ID, and Record Type when
data is transferred. The Record Type indicates whether
the record is an add, delete, modify, or net new. We call
this the data file. Because these files tend to be large,
we ask our clients to send a control file when the file
has been completely uploaded. We follow the same
process sending data back.

